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The UK’s biggest trade event for all involved
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220+ exhibitors - outdoor demonstrations - free to visit - free parking

www.iogsaltex.com
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Welcome to the
Aug issue of
HPM.
Whilst you have
been busy
running your
parks and sites
we have been

pretty busy here at HPM too. We’ve
welcomed our new sales person Julie
and been working on a complete
rebuild of the HPM
website.  Pretty soon we
will be launching a brand
new directory site with
fantastic facilities and
lots of new companies
and product listings.

We have also been
working with a growing
list of industry experts who have
contributed some fantastic material
and expert knowledge covering pool
safety, water quality and management
and the second in our series from
Adam Beckett on power bills and
renewable energy.  Over time these
articles will grow into a valuable
archive of knowledge, information and
how to’s.  If you have any questions
or subjects you want us to look at,
just let us know.

Really looking forward to the Saltex
IOG Show at Windsor Racecourse  
2-4th September where we will
hopefully get to meet with some of
you – come and see us on stand J05.

Hope you are having a great season
and speak with you again soon.
Nina 
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It will be co-located with
the PlayFair exhibition,
which moved to SALTEX

for the first time last year.
PlayFair is the UK's largest
trade event for all those
involved in the selection,
purchase, upkeep and
replacement of children's
play equipment.

SALTEX and PlayFair are ideal for
holiday park owners and management
teams who are interested in outdoor
facilities such as green spaces, sports
facilities and play areas. Around 300
exhibitors will be present offering all
manner of equipment from machinery
to outdoor furniture, horticulture and
more. 

SALTEX and PlayFair also provide
valuable free information on safety,
security, training and education
services designed to help professionals
do their jobs as effectively as possible. 

Visitors to this year’s show will benefit
from a wide-ranging educational
programmes, including free seminars
and panel sessions. 

The British and International Golf
Greenkeepers Association (BIGGA) will
host a number of seminars focusing on
integrated turf management and the
benefits of social media. 

In addition, a series of panel
discussions on the challenges of turf
management and maintenance,
featuring industry experts and leading
grounds professionals, will add a new
dimension to this year's SALTEX.

Held on the IOG Live Stage adjacent to
the IOG Hub in the centre of the
showground on stand F75, the turf-
focused debates being staged
throughout the event will focus on
issues that affect every type of playing
surface.

Chaired by regional pitch advisors from
the Grounds and Natural Turf
Improvement Programme - the new

£1.3 million programme funded by
national governing bodies of sports,
Sport England and the Institute of
Groundsmanship (IOG) - the panellists
will include groundscare experts from
the world of cricket, football, tennis and
rugby who will be exclusively sharing
their opinions and providing advice for
free.

This year's SALTEX education
programme also feature seminars and
forums which will interest every visitor to
the show - including arboriculture,
those responsible for outdoor fitness
equipment and amenity pest control,
plus the daily Ask the Expert walk-in turf
clinics staffed by some of the UK and
Europe's leading grounds professionals
including IOG Award winners.

Last year, SALTEX attracted
8,585 unique visitors who visited
260 exhibitors. According to the
show’s audit, 70 per cent of the
visitors attended to source new
products with around 27 per cent
visiting for the first time. 

SALTEX
The Sports Amenities Landscaping Trade Exhibition organised by the
Institute of Groundsmanship (IOG) will take place on 2-4 September
2014 at Windsor Racecourse, in Berkshire. 
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NEW FOR 2014

*Conditions apply to 2nd year 
- see dealer for details.

2 YEAR
WARRANTY
AS STANDARD*

B50 SERIES 21-31 HP
With over 50 years of tractor innovation and engineering 
excellence, the latest generation of Kubota compact tractors is 
designed to deliver outstanding performance, fuel economy and 
reliability. Featuring a luxury integrated cab designed with a wide 
field of view, the B50 series is equipped for maximum operator 
comfort and productivity.

From mowers to trailers, a full range of Kubota engineered implements are also 
available for the B50 Series - contact your dealer for details.

TEST DRIVE ONE TODAY

For more information or to find your local dealer
Call: 01844 268 000  Visit: www.kubota.co.uk

B50 THE NEXT
GENERATION

KEY FEATURES

Powerful and economic Kubota E-TVCS 
 diesel engine

Integrated air conditioned cab for maximum 
 operator comfort

Choice of HST transmission + multi stage cruise 
 control or manual transmission with FWD/REV  
 shuttle for optimal control

Selectable 4WD for maximum traction capability

Hydraulic independent PTO system 

Unique Kubota Bi-Speed turn & hydrostatic 
 power steering for effortless operation

Front loader and mid-mount mower available
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ANGLO AMERICAN OIL
Stand N42

Aspen manufactures alkylate
petrol for the garden and forest
industry – it is the cleanest
form of fuel available
specifically designed for small,
hand-held tools. Aspen is the
only fuel that is not classed as
damaging to the aquatic
environment.
E: anders@aaoil.co.uk

SALTEX 2014 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
BAHCO/DW SERVICES
Stand N35

Bahco Tools/DW Services, will
exhibit a range of lopper and
hedge shears, secateurs,
pruning and pole saws. Axes,
bow saws and blades will be
shown as well as a range of
professional hand tools.

BALI 
H83

The British Association of
Landscape Industries (BALI) is
the UK’s largest trade
association representing
landscape contractors and
designers, grounds
maintenance contractors, and
companies supplying industry-related products and
services.
E: contact@bali.org.uk

DJ TURFCARE 
Stand K55

DJ Turfcare will display
machines and fertilizers
including the award-winning Mo
Bacter. The Plugger PL855 Pro
HD, Bushranger Edger and
second-generation Atom Edgers,
both professional and domestic
– with new Mitsubishi engines
will be on the stand.
E: sales@djturfcare.co.uk
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Seeing is believing

Greenway House • Sugarswell Business Park • Shenington • Oxon OX15 6HW
Tel: 01295 680120 • email: sales@etesia.co.uk

www.etesia.co.uk

The Ultra Lithium Battery provides constant power and an operating range
display, which indicates the remaining power level in real time. This provides

between half a day and a full day of work depending on the type of tool used.

Etesia UK @EtesiaUK EtesiaUK

They are extremely lightweight 
with low noise and vibration levels. 

Pellenc ticks all of our boxes. 
Peter Anderson, Machinery Maintenance Engineer at RHS Wisley”

“

High on Power...
Low on Co2

SALTEX 2014 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
DMMP 
Stand a40

Exhibiting Maruyama Outdoor
Power Equipment with a 5 Year
Commercial Warranty and a
range of innovations i.e. a
brushcutter with no flying debris
that can be used underwater. The EarthWay Flex Select
spreader: world’s most accurate and flexible spreader
designed to broadcast materials from high to low output
including Beyer Merit Turf through to top dressing and salt. 
E: info@dmmp.co.uk

Schiller Grounds Care UK
Stand P05

Schiller Grounds Care UK returns
to Saltex, celebrating the 25th
anniversary of its first Mantis Tiller
sale in the UK, together with new
Little Wonder and Classen outdoor
power equipment.  Schiller
Grounds Care have developed a
new range of professional leaf and
litter vacuums. 
E: info@mantis.uk.com

ECOGRID
Stand H22

Ecogrid will be demonstrating its
range of permeable paving and
ground reinforcement products,
including resin bound stone kits,
flexible edge system, curve grid
section, green roof modular
system and 11 plastic permeable
paving grids.
E: sales@ecogrid.co.uk

TUFFTRUK 
Stand A70

The all-new TRUXTA 4 x 4
hydrostatic mini dumper - is
designed and built to rental
industry standards by Tufftruk -
will pass through a 2’6” doorway
and with 40deg articulated
steering can manoeuvre in the
tightest of places.
E: office@tufftruk.co.uk
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SALTEX 2014 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
GILLHAMS GRAVEL RAKES 
Stand H25

The Gillhams Gravel Rake
means no more weeding, hand
raking or moss killing - just a
perfect gravel surface in
minutes. They are hand-finished
and available in either 1 or 2m
formats.
E: gillhamsgravelrake@gmail.com

TRACMASTER 
Stand G62

The company will be
showcasing these new products
at SALTEX alongside its entire
BCS and CAMON range,
including CAMON log splitters
and turf cutters, BCS salt
spreaders and snow clearing
machinery, BCS Commanders
and two-wheel tractors plus attachments.
E: marketing@tracmaster.co.uk

GROUNDSCARE PRODUCTS 
C35

GroundsCare Products will run
demonstrations of its landscape
maintenance and survey
products. The Turf Teq range
consists of edger, trencher,
power broom, rough-cut mower,
surface preparation rake and
snow plough.

HENTON & CHATTELL
Stand M55

The Cobra range of powered
garden machinery, launched in
March 2014 by Henton & Chattell,
is already becoming established
as a major brand in the UK garden
machinery dealer network.
E: sales@hentonandchattell.co.uk

IFOR WILLIAMS TRAILERS 
Stand J50

The company will be
showcasing a variety of
models from the many ranges
on offer including the popular
and improved tipper trailer as
well as commercial and
domestic trailers.
E: care@iwt.co.uk

INFINITE PLAYGROUNDS 
Stand L55

Infinite Playgrounds is an artist-
and education-driven team that
specialises in climbing
structures, waterplay streams,
dens, play landscaping and
interactive elements. It builds
natural playgrounds that
harmonise with the
environment.
E: info@infinitecanopies.co.uk

KFS SPECIAL VEHICLES 
Stand N12

KFS Special Vehicles will
show its successful Plant & Go
vehicle, based on the new Fiat
Ducato, with an even wider
range of optional equipment,
and bluetooth now standard on
all vehicles.
E: info@kfs-
specialvehicles.co.uk

SCH Supplies Ltd
Stand G50

The newest addition to the SCH
(Supplies) Ltd sports surface
range is the Artificial Surface
Power Brush. This highly
manoeuvrable, walk behind
sweeper provides quick and
effective cleaning wherever it’s
needed.The brush speed and
the quantity of nylon threads makes this machine ideal for
artificial and hard surface play areas such as tennis
courts, and can be used all year round.
E: sales@schsupplies.co.uk
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SALTEX 2014 EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
LUBBE & SONS 
Stand M50

Wholesaler of flower bulbs and
perennials, Lubbe & Sons
supplies a wide variation of
plants and bulbs, including the
Bees Mix bulb mixture will
provide nectar and pollen for
insects in spring and early
summer.
E: info@lubbelisse.nl

MAKITA UK 
K45

Makita’s range of mains,
cordless and petrol outdoor
power tools are designed for
professional landscapers and
groundscare contractors.
Makita’s innovative MM4 mini
four-stroke technology is at the
heart of the petrol range.
E: customerservice@makitauk.com

MR BOX 
Stand K69

Mr Box supplies secure steel
storage containers, vandal-
proof accommodation and
chemical stores and offers a
conversion service where
containers can be adapted to
specific needs.
E: sales@mrbox.co.uk

MIROAD RUBBER INDUSTRIES 
Stand J25

Miroad Rubber Industries enjoys
a worldwide presence in the
supply of recycled rubber
products for sports and leisure
landscaping. In addition to tiles
made from recycled rubber,
Miroad offers EPDM granulate.
E: sales@miroadrubber.com

Due to the continued
expansion of Etesia
UK, Les Malin, who

until recently was general
manager of the company, has
been promoted to operations
director – a move which sees
the company’s first UK
director. The privately owned
company is also celebrating
its 25th anniversary this year.

Les started
in the
farming
industry at
the age of
16, and now
has nearly
40 years
within the
agricultural
and turfcare

industry. He is highly respected not
just amongst Etesia’s vast range of
dealers but also across the industry
and beyond. Les has gained extensive
experience in both the retail and
manufacturing sectors of the grounds
care industry beginning his career in
1993 when he was appointed area
manager at E P Barrus, before joining
Etesia as Area Manager in 2000, and
subsequently appointed general
manager at Etesia UK in 2006.

Favoured by many of the UK's top
councils as well as landscapers and
groundsmen, including National Trust
gardens, both Etesia has gained a
reputation for producing equipment
that is highly reliable with low
maintenance, making them the
number one choice for many users.

Etesia became distributor of Pellenc
battery-powered tools in 2010, further
enhancing Etesia’s ‘green’ credentials.

These products can now be seen in
every major UK city, as well as the
majority of national trust sites around
the country.

Commenting on the promotion, Patrick
Vives, managing director of Etesia UK
said: “Les has done an excellent job
for us in his time at Etesia. Over the
past 14 years he and his team have
significantly enhanced our reputation
whilst growing our dealer network.

“The Promotion also reinforces
Etesia’s ethos of identifying talent from
within the business and providing
long-term career opportunities. I’m
absolutely delighted to see this
promotion and I have total confidence
that Les will take the business forward
even further in the years to come.”

For further information, please contact
Etesia UK on 01295 680120 or visit
www.etesia.co.uk

Les Malin Promoted to
Operations Director at Etesia UK
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Outdoor Recycled Furniture

ALL WEATHER MATERIAL

RECYCLED

LOW MAINTENANCE

INVEST IN THE BEST

To see our full range of products please visit www.poly-wood.co.uk
Call: 0845 643 9776 Email: sales@dmmp.co.uk 
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For quality testing of every swimming pool 
and spa, the Lovibond® portable testing 
instruments and reagents offer rapid,  
reliable and accurate monitoring.

The Lovibond® brand is synonymous  
with tried and trusted products, service  
and pure expertise.

For advice on reliable water testing 

Call 01980 664800 

or email sales@tintometer.com

Photometers

Comparator and Discs

PoolTesters

Tablet Count Kits

For quality testing,  
     of every swimming pool and spa

www.lovibondwater.com

The Lovibond® Water Testing Range
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As experts in water
analysis, the
Lovibond® team is

keen to educate on the
importance of balanced water.
It is calculated by a formula
(Langelier Index) giving a
single number which indicates
if the sample is corrosive or
scale forming.  A result of “0”
means the water is ‘in
balance’. Ideally a slightly
positive value is required.

For most pools, the water should be in
balance if the pH value is kept within
the recommended range. However,
there are other factors that can have an
effect on the condition of the water.
Regular monitoring and maintaining
Alkalinity is essential to keep the pH
stable. Changes in Calcium Hardness

can also swing the balance equilibrium.

Good measurement and control of the
quality of the water are essential not
only to the water’s appearance. More
importantly it plays an essential role in
the consideration of bather comfort
and safety. Regular and careful
analysis also helps in the control of
chemicals, keeping costs down, and
the protection of the plant / pool and its
equipment. 

Maintaining Balanced Water,
however, is simple if you
have the correct solution.
The Lovibond® product
range provides a choice for
every water analyst; from
easy-to-use visual kits to the
all-performing PM series of
photometers. With tried and
trusted 

Lovibond® reagents, quality is never
compromised and Balanced Water has
never been so easy: download PoolM8
– the free Balanced Water App
available for iOS and Android.

And remember the 3 Rs: 
Read Record and React 
To those results. 

Balanced Water for Pristine
Pools & Spas and Peace of Mind
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While a swimming pool remains perennially popular with
holidaymakers (even if they don’t always get around to using
it during their stay) it seems that the Hot Tub, with its rock
star connotations is just the thing to set your holiday park
apart from the competition.

While there has been a phenomenal growth in the number of
Hot Tubs installed in leisure venues in recent years, it
appears that not everyone is aware of how to look after them
properly. However, failing to factor in the cost of maintenance
from the start, can be a costly mistake which could at worst
lead to serious infections for the user. 

These days, Hot Tubs are now more likely to be made from
acrylic rather than wood. There are a wide number of
different sizes and types available but when picking out a
design, it is essential to consider the daily maintenance cost
rather than just the initial purchase price. This ‘lifetime cost’
of the Hot Tub can vary considerably. If you are picking out a
Hot Tub for your holiday park, do ensure that you receive
good advice on maintenance and buy from an established
and respected source. 

Another vital source of information on Spa Pools and Hot
Tubs is the updated version of L8 on The Control of
Legionella Bacteria in Water Systems, which is an Approved
Code of Practise and Guidance available as a hard copy of as
a download from HSE.gov.uk.  Just published is the Technical
Guidance reference HSG 274 Part 2 covers The Control of
Legionella Bacteria in Hot & Cold Water Systems and Part 3
covers The Control of Legionella Bacteria in Other Risk
Systems.  This refers to a fairly comprehensive publication,
which is currently being updated: Management of Spa Pools
- Controlling the Risks of Infection ISBN 0-901144-80-0
which is also available as a free download from
www.hpa.org.uk/publications/2006/spa_pools/default.htm.
One thing which is not well covered is Holiday Lodges with
Hot Tubs, but BISHTA the British & Irish Hot Tub Association
have their own Guidance on their website www.bishta.co.uk.  

When it comes to swimming pools there are also many
different types available and some Holiday Park
environments may prefer something that has been designed
for serious swimming, while others will be looking for a pool
that has been designed for fun. 

Inevitably at some sites it seems that the original criteria will
become a little lost over time. If this is the case, then a
reputable swimming pool company should be invited to
advise on how best the pool should be maintained in order
to reflect its actual usage. They will be able to take into
consideration turnover rates for the pool in order to optimise
filtration for the number of bathers. 

It is important not to overload a swimming pool, because all
pools rely on filtration to help remove nasty intestinal bugs,
such as Cryptosporidium, which is the only one that is not
readily killed by Chlorination.

It is unlikely that any Environmental Health Officers will
routinely take water samples for you, but there is an
obligation for monthly routine testing. In recent years,
European Standards for all non-domestic swimming pools
have been introduced, which include items such as
maximum grating sizes and a double width top tread on
stainless steel ladders.  

If your Holiday Park has a swimming pool then at least one
employee should be trained as a Pool Plant Operator, which
is a three-day course available from organisations such as
CIMSPA and ISPE. 

While Hot Tubs and swimming pools can be a huge draw for
your holiday park, they also pose a massive risk if they are
not adequately maintained. Make sure that you have
considered how they will be used and by whom, from the
start so that your holiday park makes it onto the internet
search engines for all the right reasons. 

Further reading: 
If you have a pool or spa, make sure you have a copy of Swimming Pool Water
(Treatment and Quality Standards for Pools and Spas ISBN 0951700766 -
published by PWTAG).  There is also much free information on the website
www.Pwtag.org which covers such delightful points as what to do if there is faeces
in your pool or vomit on the poolside.  This advice is updated on a regular basis.  
The Health & Safety Executive is currently updating its book entitled Managing
Health & Safety in Swimming Pools HSG 179 ISBN 0-7176-2686-5 and this covers
the requirements for supervision arrangements to safeguard pool users as well as
general management of Health & Safety, including requirements for a Pool Safety
Operating procedure (PSOP) which consists of a Normal Operating Plan (NOP)
and the Emergency Action Plan (EAP).  

Make the right kind of splash
with your Hot Tubs and Pools

What two words are people most
likely to enter into a search engine
when researching a UK holiday

break? Forget scenic views, or even great
food – what we really, really want it seems is a
Hot Tub. 

Author – Howard C.C. Gosling 
BSc (Hons), MRSC, CBiol, MIBiol, FRSPH,
FWMSoc, FISPE, MIMgt, MCMI
DANGEROUS GOODS SAFETY ADVISER 



For more information or a brochure please telephone us on Tel: 01444 411411

Email: enquiries@archenclosures.co.uk     Web: www.archenclosures.co.uk

Putting a pool under cover is a realistic and affordable solution to coping with unpredictable weather in all seasons.

The product is factually better and more advanced than any other on the market; 
it  offers more features and more fl exibility of design.

We offer a fi xed price package: custom design, manufacture, construction and installation by factory engineers.

The buildings have a ten-year factory guarantee.

The logical Solution
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There are many drivers for taking swimming
pool safety seriously, but for the sake of
brevity let’s focus on the three key ones:

The first is a simple moral obligation – we care
about each other and we want to make sure no-
one gets hurt.  Children especially can be
vulnerable around pools and that vulnerability
escalates dramatically when we’re dealing with
young children and non-swimmers – and there are
usually plenty of these on a busy holiday park.  

Compliance and `defendability’
The second driver is the law.  There are a number of laws, regulations
and guidance documents which set out quite clearly what is required in
terms of pool safety. If we fail to meet those requirements we’ll almost
certainly be breaking the law.  Holiday Park Operators can be
vulnerable to enforcement action which could include pool closure and
ultimately prosecution. In the event of a serious incident, legal breaches
will almost certainly inform private legal action.  It’s very difficult to
defend a private action if we’ve already been found to have broken the
law.

A Safe Pool is an efficient Pool
The third driver is effectiveness.  As a guiding principle, a swimming
pool (or any operational department for that matter) that’s being run
safely is almost certainly going to be efficient and effective – being
productive, saving money and making a contribution to the bottom line.

Children and Vulnerability
It’s so easy to get complacent.  It may help to reflect for a moment on
the fact that not all drowning’s are fatal.  A child being deprived of
oxygen to the brain for anything more than a few moments (it’s
impossible to identify a specific amount of time) is likely to experience
some degree of impairment to brain function.  This can extend to
serious brain damage and the truly dreadful life-long consequences.  
So, the five  key areas which are absolutely essential for effective and
defendable safety management are:

Step One - Risk Assessment.  
A systematic documented identification of how people might be
harmed, specifically in your pool/s and what controls are in place to
minimise these risks to an acceptable level.
In terms of supervision the risk assessment will determine whether you
should have Lifeguards, Emergency Responders, Trained Observers or
a combination of, or variation on that theme.  Key guidance on the
issue of supervision can be found in the HSE publication HSG 179
`Managing Health and Safety in Swimming Pools’ page 54 onwards.
Available free as a download from the HSE website.

Step Two - Normal Operating Plans.  
Responding to findings of Risk Assessment and detailing how the pool

operates on a practical day to day basis.  Everything from opening
times, rules, guest communications,  water quality checks and cleaning
rotas to supervision arrangements, schedules and operation and
maintenance of alarm systems.  If written carefully this can also serve
as your safe systems of work for employees – a requirement of the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.

Step Three - Emergency Action Plan.  
Itemising the kinds of emergencies which, realistically, could happen
and identifying exactly how they would be managed.  Who does what,
when, where and how.

Step Four - Training.  
Focussed on meeting capability requirements identified in Risk
Assessment and ideally supported by recognised qualifications see
rlss.org.gov  for more on Lifeguard awards.  
None of this is rocket science and we’re not necessarily talking about
lot’s of paperwork.  It’s another myth that good risk assessments are
big weighty documents.  Brief, concise and accurate is much better.
But, you do need to know what you’re doing.  And you definitely need
to do what you say you’re going to do – so we should be careful about
what our operating plan says.  As you write it do two things: one, ask
yourself does this make sense? or have I gone off into a health and
safety gobbledygook.  Simple plain English is always best and two,
imagine yourself having to defend it in the witness box – are you
confident that what your saying is authentic and credible?  Now make
sure that all relevant staff understand the operating plans.  This in itself
requires some thought and engagement.  It’s not enough to hand
someone a copy and say “read it”.  Full understanding is likely to
require an initial consultation, probably a training session, some
practice and review – then individual sign off.

Step Five – Review.  
Regularly, periodically, and definitely after an incident, have a look at
your operational systems and procedures, ideally including relevant
personnel, and ask if they are still fit for purpose.
It may help to think of each of these steps as inter-linked and inter-
dependent.  Each has a relationship with the others.  One final tip
concerns originality and creativity.  Just because things have been
done a certain way for ages doesn’t mean there isn’t room for
improvement.

Technology
Potential for improvement lies in the use of technology including
underwater cameras and drowning prevention systems which can add
a highly effective supplement to your supervision arrangements.  Win
wins can also be found in water safety programmes such as the RLSS
UK Rookie Lifeguard Awards which can be an excellent vehicle for
safety messages as well as great fun for children, parents and staff.
In closing it may help to consider that for your guests you pool will be
an absolutely vital part of their holiday experience and, depending on
your site and the weather they are likely to be spending a great deal of
time in this area – so apart from safety it’s worth getting it right.  

5 Essential Steps 
For Swimming Pool Safety
An Easy Step by Step Guide To Make  Your Pool Fun, Efficient and Safe This Summer

Written by
Damian Hall
BA, IOSH Tech,
RLSS UK Senior
Consultant 



Telescopic Pool Buildings
Transforming outdoor pools

Chris Elliot – Swimex Limited
PO Box 84
Oundle
PE8 4XA

Tel: 01832 275 333
Fax: 01832 275 111

Freephone: 0800 804 8025
sales@swimex.co.uk
www.swimex.co.uk
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With water charges continuously
rising, now is the time to tackle
leaks around the holiday park. By

taking control of the situation, you could find
that you save up to 50 per cent on water
costs, which is far from a drop in the ocean!

The importance of auditing water costs cannot be
emphasized strongly enough, and yet a vast amount of
businesses in the UK simply do not realise that their water
and sewerage charges are draining their profits and some of
the figures I see are quite staggering. 

In my 30 years’ experience in the water-cost reduction
industry, businesses that take control of their water
infrastructure will quite often make cost reductions of
between 20% and 50%, what would that percentage saving
make to your business?

In order to answer that question, you will need to know what
your total annual costs are. When speaking to a potential
client, I often hear, “We are on budget year on year and if we
had a leak we would see a sharp increase in volume and
charges.” I am afraid that is simply wrong. 

Our water audit experts are identifying water losses that have
been going on undetected for years, in the case of
underground water leaks for example, 90% of them do not
show on the surface, as they are hidden below ground. Parks
can also waste vast volumes of water through faulty W.C ball
valves, broken taps and leaking isolation valves. It is well
worth periodic checks to ensure that your above-ground site
water fittings are well maintained and not leaking.

How to check for potential water leaks.
The best time to check your water meters is the early hours
of the morning. If any of the water meters are registering non-
stop constant flow, then it is highly likely you are losing water.

Take 15-minute readings from 1am until 4.30am and you can
calculate the constant hourly volume. 

The very best investment you can make to identify water
losses and monitor water flow remotely from the internet, is a
water flow data logger. It is a device that is fitted to the water
company meters and it transmits a pulse from the water
meter to a web-based data platform. The device is set up to
record flow through the water meter every 15 minutes, this
then produces a graph of daily and overnight water flow.

The prime time to complete a water audit of the flow data is
between 12am and 5am known in the water audit industry as
the nightline. This data can then be analysed and water
leakage volumes calculated and so the financial impact of
the water losses can be calculated. 

It is a fact that I have never had a situation where a water flow
data logger has been installed to a leisure park and no water
loses identified! So, if you would like to make sure that none
of your profits are simply going down the drain, take control
now. After all, the next time the charges go up will be April 1,
2015, so you would be a fool not to!

Don’t let leaks drain
your profits

Useful tips:
If you have a site shower block consider installing low flow
showers at 8 litres per minute flow rate, push down taps which
are the kind of taps you have to depress down to operate as
often taps are left running.
Check the levels on the W.C. cisterns and ensure the ball float
inside the cistern is in good working order and not overflowing.

Author – 
Graham Mann
Water Audit Expert.



Management of campsites, timeshares, 
holiday parks

Interactive park maps

Unlimited number of users and private 
settings

Automated access barriers and turnstiles

Administration of owners: Finance, 
Contracts

Point of sales: restaurants, activities, etc.

Maintenance and housekeeping

Automated payment, accounting and 
reconciliation integrated

Newyse ERP: Cloud-based,
integrated Enterprise 
Resource Planning 

Innovative Technology for campsites 
and vacation rentals organizations

Property management

Interactive websites

Integrated booking engine

Multi-channel distribution in real time

Yield and revenue management, promos, 
benchmarking

Direct connection with booking.com, 
and main tour operators

Customer interface and loyalty programs 

Multi Currency and multilingual

Experts in hospitality innovation

Tired of your existing systems?

 a demo and proposal

Telephone: 0121 222 5125 
Email: europe@maxxton.com

Central Reservation & 
E-commerce Reporting 

and marketing

Contact our Birmingham o�ce for

www.maxxton.co.uk
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It has been a great year for staycations in
the UK, thanks to a warm summer and
April’s rise in Airport Duty Tax, which

has kept holiday makers nearer to home. 

Holiday parks are often the perfect solution for British
families looking for greater freedom and value for money
than a hotel-based break. In fact, holiday parks are now
offering a wider choice than ever of options for holiday-
makers and guests are becoming more discerning and
choosy about what they want from their stay. 

It can be difficult for staff to keep up with individual requests
from guests, but they do make all the difference when it
comes to making a holiday into something special. It is all
too easy for staff to take down a booking alteration on a
scrap of paper with the best of intentions but for it to then
become lost or forgotten before the guests arrive. 

In order to avoid disappointment, an automated booking
process will ensure that any changes or special requests are
noted on the customers’ file, so nothing gets overlooked.
The system works alongside the online booking system to
ensure that customers get everything they want, while your
staff are freed up to concentrate on offering guests the best
possible on-site experience when they arrive. 

When customers feel that their needs have been met and
their requests accommodated, they will go home happy and
chances are they will return again. 

For more bookings, lower costs and the chance to free your
staff up from costly admin, contact the sales team at
Maxxxton today - the experts in automated booking systems
for holiday parks. 

Call: 0121 222 5125 
or email: marketing@maxxton.com

Automate booking
requests for happier
guests
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Risk : renewable
energy
An exercise in risk vs.
reward for renewable
energy in caravan parks

“I have looked in the mirror every morning and asked myself: "If today were the last day of my life,
would I want to do what I am about to do today?" And whenever the answer has been "No" for too
many days in a row, I know I need to change something.”  - Steve Jobs

Change happens
sometimes too slowly
and I've got an

admission to make. 

As an energy consultant I'm ashamed
that I haven't yet adopted renewable
energy. At least at home ; I haven't
taken a moment to switch to 100%
green energy for my domestic supply
until today. ( OVO here I come ) .

However I'm not here to moralise over
which energy supplier you choose . 

We're considering a much bigger,
potentially risky, wider decision for you -
the reality of renewable energy for your
holiday parks. 

You'll get to read an accurate case study
on Solar panels in a holiday park to
illustrate the barebones cost vs. profit ,
touching on the intangibles such as
marketing value ( or not ) for your holiday
park, with real life stories drawn from my
daily conversations with uk park owners.

My story 
Around three years ago I decided that
renewable energy was the future, even
though introducing it would cost me
money. I earn my income from annual
volume on energy supply contracts;
smaller usage means smaller returns for
myself. 
I still have no idea whether I'll win or lose
from renewable energy. Ultimately it just
feels like the right thing to do. 
I could see that renewable energy

demand would rocket ( in my opinion ) so
I started tracking down reputable
installers to partner with and also scoured
everywhere for case studies, which at the
time were few and far between.
Finally, one incredibly useful report was
written for me by the very helpful and
enthusiastic Rob Williams of Trawsdir
Touring & Camping Park in Barmouth.

Here's how the financials stack for the
Trawsdir Solar experiment (a small
excerpt from the full report) 

" In terms of costs, the system was
roughly £66,000.
Before installing the system in late
October 2011, we were paying £1857 per
month to Scottish Power. We reviewed
these figures with Scottish Power in
August and agreed on a figure of £1005.
So the immediate saving was £852 per
month.Our actual annual cost now is
£4203 "

If you want to read the full report, I'll email
it to you free contact me at
leisureparkenergy.com.
Before we get too enthusiastic, I recently
visited the NEC Caravan & Camping
Show to chat with the majority of park
stand holders there. One gentleman 
was good enough to politely tell 
me that both Solar and Biomass 
boilers wouldn't 

Written by Adam Beckett
How to : energy management for leisure parks 
Part of a series delivered by Adam Beckett of Leisure Park
Energy for Holiday Parks Management

search term            popularity
solar panels              44
renewable energy 29
biomass                    23



Written by Adam Beckett
How to : energy management for leisure parks 
Part of a series delivered by Adam Beckett of Leisure Park
Energy for Holiday Parks Management

work at his holiday park ; apparently a
lack of sufficient south facing roof space
for solar and nothing substantial to fuel
the burning of biomass . Fair enough. 

Overall though. I found the attitude
towards green energy extremely positive
- with most parks already using solar
and even more either possessing,
seriously considering  or in process of
installing a biomass boiler.

Trends
There are fairly obvious financial drivers
here :
- cautious upturn in the economy 
- access to finance (Carbon Trust / 

Siemens & RHI)
- lower cost of renewable energy 

equipment
- increased consensus on climate 

change (IPCC) 
- consumers demanding improved 

experience

We'll have a light diversion at this point
(if you just want more financials skip
past this)

If we're looking at trends directly relating
to renewable energy, here's a snapshot
(opposite) of global monthly search
interest in order of popularity ranking
(Google Trends uses a sliding scale of 0
- 100)

So, despite the shake up with the uk
government feed in tariff payout
'adjustment' a few years ago, there's still
a very healthy interest in Solar panels for
example. And the renewable heat
incentive is driving technologies such as
Biomass into caravan parks

The bottom line
I do not want to appear biased, however
when I speak with one of my holiday
parks customers and mention solar or
biomass, there is overwhelming interest .
Renewable energy really isn't perceived
as a risky business right now.

Profit opportunities
Here's the process . Solar and Biomass
renewable energy installations could
allow caravan park and holiday park
owners to 
1. cut their existing energy bills  

2. get long term index linked FIT
payments  

3. attract more customers

All this can be financed by Siemens or
an alternative provider and money in will
very possibly match or exceed finance
cost month on month until the finance is
paid off, after which any FIT payments
are pure profit. Capital allowances on
the purchase cost also offset initial
expense. 

Of course no one is promising you the
Earth, your site needs to be assessed
first to determine true potential. 

What I've found is that
holiday park owners just
want a decent installer
charging a fair price . They
just don't know where to go.

Credibility
If you missed my very first
article for Holiday Parks
Management here's another
excerpt, this time from a

statement given by Ged Ennis of The
Low Carbon Energy Company :

" Our customers are experiencing
returns in excess of 20% and this
aligned to reduced costs and carbon
and the opportunity to market
themselves as “ green “ is a very
powerful driver for take up . 
In addition, and through our partnership
with the Carbon Trust, we offer
unsecured off balance sheet finance for
systems and in most cases the benefits
exceed the repayments so no cash
leaves the business "

So wherever you go for renewable
energy advice , thank you for reading
this brief glimpse into risk vs. reward for
renewable energy at your holiday park . 

Your time is at a premium as you barrel
headlong into the Summer season. Now
here's the flipside : it takes very little time
to find out what you could be missing
out on next Summer . 

There is more on energy efficiency and
generation to come - the important thing
is to take action and explore your
options now.
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PlayFair is the UK's trade event for all those

involved in the selection, purchase, upkeep and

replacement of children's play provision. PlayFair is

free to visit, has free parking and is designed to

keep you up to date with the modern demands

affecting our play space today.

PlayFair 2014 will take place during SALTEX, the

Sports, Amenities and Landscaping Trades Exhibition,

at Windsor Racecourse 2-4 September 2014, PlayFair

enjoys a successful and well-established array of

visitors and exhibitors each year.

With a mixture of outdoor play equipment and

networking with industry professionals, the

expression ‘fun in the sun’ has never been more

appropriate. Visitors can network with all the 

major outdoor children's play equipment 

companies at one time and place. 

See latest trends, innovations and thinking.

Follow us on Twitter @playfair_api

LLeeaaddiinngg  tthhee  wwaayy  
ttoo  bbeetttteerr  ppllaayy......

> Register Free today at www.playfairuk.com

PlayFair 2014, 2-4 September, SALTEX, Windsor Racecourse

Playfair 2014:Layout 1  07/03/2014  09:49  Page 1
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Owned by the Association of Play Industries (API), PlayFair
2014 takes place from 2-4 September at Royal Windsor
Racecourse, alongside SALTEX.  It provides a great
opportunity for holiday park operators to see the latest high-
quality play equipment and safety surfacing close-up and to
get advice from leading experts.

The API represents manufacturers, installers, designers and
distributors of outdoor and indoor play equipment and safety
surfacing, and campaigns at the highest levels for policy
recognition of the value of play.  When planning a play
project, insist on current API membership for peace of mind
because API member companies: 
Provide the highest quality, standards and service;
Abide by a Professional Code of Conduct;
Are rigorously monitored for financial performance.

API members exhibiting at PlayFair and SALTEX include:
eibe Play Ltd; Fenland Leisure Products Ltd (t/a Online
Playgrounds); Broxap (t/a Hand Made Places); Huck Nets
UK Ltd; Kompan UK; PlaySmart UK; Proludic Ltd; PHS
Group (t/a Matta Products (UK) Ltd; South West Play; The
Children’s Playground Company Ltd; The Play Inspection
Company; Ustigate Waterplay; and Wicksteed Leisure Ltd.

Visit the API at PlayFair 2014 on stand K05 to discuss your
holiday park play project.  For free tickets and further
information, visit: www.playfairuk.com 

PlayFair 2014 To
Showcase Latest
Play Industry Trends
Looking to transform your children’s play area?  Join the fun at PlayFair 2014, the

showcase for the UK play industries.
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The Future Of
Accommodation

The mobile Log Pod is ideal for owners of campsites,
holiday parks, small woods offices, fisheries, zoos,

anywhere that offers accommodation

All of our pods come with their own chassis and electronics and can be moved
on the road by a car trailer or around your property by tractor, car or a 4x4.

Fully mobile, Full 4” deep porch for cooking, playing and relaxing. 
Double glazed door and window with security locks.
Full insulation including floor for all year round use.
Electric pack as standard • Fire-escape rear window

Wheelchair accessible door • No foundation or crane required

So what is a LogPod
Conceived as an all-year-round living space, a Log
Pod is as welcoming in winter as in the heat of

summer , and unlike any tent the Log Pod has been
designed to have a lifespan of least 25 yrs,

assuming a basic amount of routine maintenance.
Almost every component of the Log Pod is either

bio-degradable or recycleable

Telephone : 01269 850005 Email: trevor@thelogpod.co.uk

www.thelogpod.co.uk

Farm Diversification/New
Parks

Make the most of your land.
Landowners can open a 5cs site without the

landowner obtaining planning permission and are
allowed two of the Log Pods On site

See our clients at
www.logpodholidays.co.uk

The Log Pod is a mobile Farm structure



Glamping, luxurious
and boutique
camping, or

whatever you prefer to call
it, can be defined in one
way: it’s all about camping,
but it’s also all about
smoothing the edges of
roughing it. Now it has
also become a great way for
businesses to diversify into
the tourism and leisure
industries.

Many people try camping once or twice
but are put off by the lack of facilities,
tired looking accommodation, creepy
crawlies or leaking tents, so they return
home disappointed and devoid of
motivation to ever return again.
But this does not remove the inherent
desire most people have to stay in our
great outdoors, soaking up the
atmosphere and absorbing the fresh air.

As humans we would not have spread
across the globe if we hadn’t been
compelled to travel from place to place.
As a result, we became travellers,
adventurers and campers to survive,
and it seems we've held onto this
inherent need and desire.

Added to this is the fact that vacation
choices aren't what they used to be.
Terrorist threats, delays and costly
overheated hotels have become
tedious, with very little about the
experience that doesn’t cost the earth...
literally.

As a result, glamping has started to
attract a completely new customer
base to the hospitality and tourist
industry, and it includes those who may
never have visited a campsite before.
With this and the associated extension
of the glamping season (due to
woodburning stoves and all season
beds) this brings more earning
potential to existing and new outdoor
businesses.

“Farms which have
diversified into tourism can
achieve extra incomes of

about £21,000 a year.” Phil
Bicknell, National Farmers
Union

This also means that holidaymakers can
get away more frequently with the
family, for longer stays and without the
need for a perfect weather window. This
is good for holidaymakers and good for
the outdoor industry, particularly in the
UK!  As a result glamping is really

catching on for campsites that have
never offered it before, as well as new
campsites opening up. 

“Glamping absolutely has
become the latest thing for
people to get into.” Deborah

Meadon, Leisure And Retail
Specialist, Dragons Den

It isn’t just about getting away for a time
to be closer to nature and under the
stars, it is also about visiting hospitality
venues that are equipped to give their
guests a unique, organic and often
quirky British experience in an
inspiringly artisan and homely way. 

So, if you are a campsite or holiday park
owner, farmer or private landowner, ask
yourself this: Are you making the most
of this new glamping trend, which could
help you diversify your income and
secure your future? If not, you certainly
should be.
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Glamping for
Businesses

Written by 
Sarah Riley

Sarah Riley is the Founder of
InspiredCamping.com, Consultant and
Trainer. She has recently launched The
Ultimate Glamping Business Guide to help
new and existing businesses make the
most of the glamping trend.
The Guide offers everything from options
available, the set up process, launch plan,
market statistics, business planning,
marketing, photography, website
optimisation, environmental issues, site
maintenance and event management. It
also includes an entire social media course,
which is essential for creating a buzz about
your new project from the beginning. You
can find out more about the course at
www.inspiredcourses.com/glamping
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Introducing 
THE NEW CHALET POD WITH

BUILT-IN EN-SUITE
4.8m x 3.0m

(15’8”ft x 9’8”ft)
Don't let guests book into
another park down the road
When you could have one of our
stylish lodge boutique Rooms or
our New Chalet Pod (with
en-suite) Kitchenette (optional)

• Built to last 15 year Guarantee • Comprising of the
highest Structural Insulated panels (SIPS)
• Sleeps a family of four comfortably • Rental
incomes of £65.00 upwards per night
• Unit comes fully built with en-suite
and all Electrics
• Kitchenette (optional) Oven.2 Ring
Hob.Sink. Fridge/Freezer

An eco-friendly investment
opportunity for business with a
great return potential.
OWNER BENEFITS
• Relatively low investment with the
potential for an excellent return.
• Planning Permissions are very
favourable with Local Planning
Authorities as they recognise that
ecoPODs encourage sustainable
tourism 
• Rental incomes of en-suite pods £65 upwards per
night will return most of your investment in year one.
• Capitalise on all-year-round camping because of
the high thermal values of our camping ecoPODs.
• Generate income due to the latest high
specification of our ecoPODs.

SUSTAINABLE BY DESIGN

NEW BOUTIQUE HOTEL ROOMS 
Green Eco Living specialises in
eco friendly, energy efficient rooms
and have designed a premium
guest space.
• Bespoke lodge Rooms
standard 4.8m (15' 8" ft) x 3.0m (9' 8"
ft) with en-suite included.
• SIPS Panel design (Structural
Insulated Panel) Low energy lighting
and UPVC Double Glazed windows.
• Introduce a New Leisure

Accommodation attached to your existing Park, Land,
Hotel or Pub.
• Rental Incomes of £65.00 pounds upwards
• Individual sizes and lay-outs available to suit your needs
• Delivered and installed by quality professionals,
working to achieve maximum customer satisfaction.

The new en-suite boutique rooms create
premium guest Space.

Why let guests book into another park
down the road when you could have a
stylish rental building on the grounds of
your premises?

Eco Green Living installs across the
UK and can help you plan and design your
bespoke boutique lodge room or even a 
new-style, bigger camping pod that comes
complete with kitchenette and en-suite
facilities.

As a leading supplier of outdoor rooms Green
Eco Living has developed the most thermally

efficient process in the UK through its unique SIPS Panel
design (Structural Insulated Panel), an injected foam
insulated 70mm thick wall section - equivalent to two
layers of standard fibreglass loft insulation.

Further insulation is fitted to the roof and floor space and
under floor heating, low energy lighting and lockable
double-glazed windows and doors create a warm and
inviting outdoor space.

T: 01257 453 791
F: 01257 453 780
E: ask@greenecoliving.co.uk
W: www.greenecoliving.co.uk

Call Green Eco Living for details on 01257 453 791 or 07894541638
or email for our latest brochure and price list.

or visit the website www.greenecoliving.co.uk
COME AND SEE OUR NEW CHALET POD NOW!



Camping with quality & style
For one or more - ready for next season
All sizes available - (from 10ft - 33ft diameter)

Contact us at www.yurtsforlife.com 
Or telephone: 01803 762370

Yurts for Life....... 
         Yurts for Living
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All Teifi Valley Camping Huts are made to the highest
standards, sourced from sustainable woodlands

INCLUDED IN POD
Double glazed doors Lockable Windows & doors
2 internal lights 1 external light
Smoke detector

49% of holidays occur outside of the peak times, giving your
park all year revenue.

Call 01239 652800
info@teifivalleycampingpods.co.uk
www.teifivalleycampingpods.co.uk
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Since its first appearance in 2008 the
Pod has become a well established
and much enjoyed alternative to the

tent and the holiday home that is now a
widely available feature on sites throughout
the UK and Ireland as well as many countries
in Europe.

The design copyright and branding is owned by Ian Bone a
former civil engineer who established Newfoundland Lodges
Ltd. back in 2004. The company was originally formed to
build residential specification lodges using ‘state of the art’
materials and incorporating as standard a wet under-floor
heating system as well as many other innovations.
The Pod started as an ‘aside’. Ian was casually involved with
mountain biking and was bemused by the lack of what he
terms ‘intermediate accommodation’, particularly in the more
remote parts of the country. “If you have been out all day on
the bike in what can often be arduous conditions,
somewhere warm and dry to camp overnight does help set
you up for the next day”. The Pod really was created on a
blank piece of paper around the idea of a robust, eco-
friendly, highly practical but affordable basic
accommodation. The key to the Pods success is however it’s
good looks. As a long time resident of the Lake District, Ian
was acutely aware of the stringent rules applied by the
planners in the National Park and the one thing that would

matter more than anything else would be the appearance.
“I guess I am fortunate in having a flair for design as well as a
solid grounding as a construction professional”. “There is
some ‘natural science’ incorporated into the design concept
which is subtle but underpins the ‘wow’ factor that has made
the Pod so popular”.

After the prototype Pod was built in 2004 the question was
then what to do with it. Newfoundland were fully occupied
with lodge manufacturing so the project remained under
wraps for 3 years. The big break came when the visionary
new owners of a campsite in Eskdale decided to create a
Pod ‘village’ as part of their redevelopment. Timing was
everything - there had been some significant changes in the
approach of the National Park planners who were keen to
address the slow demise of camping in the Park. The Pod
ticked a lot of boxes and LDNPA enabled the commercial
use of the Pod with the decision that it would fall under
‘caravan’ legislation for planning purposes.
“Initially it was pretty tough ‘selling’ this new concept to site
owners and the Pod is really best suited to sites that can
create an ‘interesting setting’ and this often has the benefit of
using ground that may be unsuitable for camping or touring
vans”. “Our recent wet summers have tempered the ‘canvas
holiday’ to some degree which has certainly been to our
advantage, plus the Pods are an all year round option and
will see occupancy outside of the traditional camping
season”. 

A BRIEF HISTORY
OF THE POD
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The Pod has evolved over time. The original ‘standard’
camping Pod is still popular but has been overtaken with
sales of the ‘family’ Pod which was first introduced in 2009 at
Cotswold View in Oxfordshire. More recently the MegaPod
was developed and, as the name suggests, is a big Pod with
the benefits of a fully fitted ‘lodge’ interior – the ‘S’ version
even has a luxury ‘wet-room’.
This larger unit has proven to be a ‘flexible friend’ and has
seen a number of variants to the interior, right down to being
supplied just as an ‘empty shell’ camping Pod of generous
proportions. 
“It has been quite a journey bringing the Pod ‘to life’ and I
think we are at a stage where the concept is pretty well
established - we get customer enquiries from all around the
world and while this illustrates the power of the internet, it
also demonstrates that this is no ordinary ‘wooden hut’”. “We
are now seeing commitments from larger companies in the
leisure industry who see investing in the Pod as a worthwhile
and credible extension to their business models”.

In the UK, manufacturing is split between Newfoundland
Lodges Ltd. and the North Yorkshire Timber Company.
Broadly NYT supply to the east of a line that links Edinburgh,
Birmingham and Southampton while Newfoundland supplies
all points west and the Highlands. This has worked well in
dealing with the seasonal demand aspect of the business
and the cost benefits of regional distribution. “We could
actually do with licensing the manufacture to someone in the
southwest of England - we do a surprising amount of
business in that corner of the country and cutting down
some of the transport costs is certainly an interesting
proposition”.

The market for glamping is healthy and growing with all sorts
of weird, wonderful and sometimes not so wonderful
accommodation ideas becoming available to commercial
operators in recent times. It is no longer just tents, touring
vans, statics and lodges. The prospect of competition from,
in particular, similar designs must be of matter of concern for
Newfoundland. “I am concerned for quality - we
manufactured our lodges to BS.3632 but at present there is
no formal regulation or trade association ascribed to this
‘intermediate accommodation’ sector.” “I only trust that site
operators who are looking into glamping style developments
give proper consideration to what they are subscribing to
and look to the longer term future and viability of the
products they are considering – it would be a great shame if
this vibrant niche market is undermined by ‘quick buck’
merchants.” “On the whole I think the diversity on offer is
healthy and gives this sector ‘energy’ - we have been here
from the start and have seen ideas come and go but it does
seem to be the case that you have come to the market with
something original if you want to survive!”

One unique aspect of Newfoundland’s success with the Pod
has been the commitment to promotion in the media and the
www.thepod.info website.  The pioneering of the concept has
involved a relatively substantial investment in generating both
public awareness and the ‘zeitgeist’ of what is regarded by
some as the ‘flagship’ of very ‘cool’ camping.
One of the key features on the Pod website is the interactive
map which lists the locations and details of all the
commercial sites with a link to the sites own website. This
has proven to be a great resource for campers looking
around to see what is on offer - in fact the stats show well

over 100,000 unique visitors per annum to thepod.info site
and most of these will be looking to book some time in a
Pod!

Given that the Pod has been around for a few years now and
the range of models and potential uses have be well
explored there is the question of what the future might hold
for the company and the Pod. “When we set out we
reckoned that the UK would happily support around 2,000
Pods well distributed through mainly the prime areas for
outdoor activities and tourist hotspots. On the numbers, we
have achieved just over a quarter of that aim so there is
some way to go. What wasn’t a factor are the new areas of
interest and opportunities that are emerging outside the
camping grounds and the growing popularity of the
MegaPod.”
“Our order book for this year has been very good with a
number of premier sites adding to their numbers of Pods. We
saw a dip in interest last year but we have ridden out the
recession pretty well, all things considered.” “I am regularly
told by our customers that the Pods produce a better return
on investment than any other aspect of their businesses and
I think that with the Pods enduring good looks and sound
commercial credentials that we stand to be busy for some
time”. 

Newfoundland have undoubtedly gained a lot of experience
over the years and will happily discuss development
prospects with potential customers. The company works
closely with architectural services and a planning specialist
as well as having useful contacts in the areas of contract
rentals, agency and project finance.  As well as the Pod they
can offer a range of modular facilities units to aesthetically
complement Pod developments.  

For an information Pack contact:
admin@newfoundland-lodges.co.uk  or contact Ian
Bone directly on 07776 203490. 
For the East of England and the Scottish Borders
contact: campingpods@nytimber.co.uk or call
01609 751116. 
www.thepod.info/ 
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SPATEX 2015, the UK’s
leading pool and spa
Exhibition, is returning in

February (Sunday 1st to Tuesday
3rd) to Coventry’s Ricoh Arena
with lots of exciting new
ingredients to make it a must-
attend event for anyone who has
or is planning on incorporating
wet leisure facilities. 

Now in its 19th year, SPATEX brings together
all the major players in the wet leisure
Industry, and is a shop window for everything
from wet and dry safety flooring, water play
features, pool enclosures to energy saving
chemical control and heating and ventilation
units. In fact, all the equipment you need in a
holiday park! A vast proportion of the many
innovative new products launched at SPATEX
each year are geared towards commercial
operators. 

Each day, the ISPE (Institute of Swimming
Pool Engineers) will be running Workshops

with talks from leading Industry experts, giving
the Show an important technical and
educational edge. Topics will include heat
pumps, filtration, various aspects of water
treatment, the management of commercial
pools, the prevention of cryptosporidium and
sessions that will show how to save energy
and other resources.

For the first time ever, SPATEX will be hosting
a whole day of specialist spa training
workshops for both the commercial and
domestic sector on Tuesday February 3rd.
The free one-day spa sessions will be
information packed, covering topics such as;
‘Commercial spa management’, and ‘Spas for
business use’. 

SPATEX Organiser, Michele Bridle says:
“Today’s holiday-maker is becoming more
discerning and wet leisure is an important and
often integral part of holiday park provision.
By attending SPATEX 2015 you can find ways
of satisfying, and potentially surpassing, your
customers’ expectations, becoming more
environmentally friendly and saving valuable
time and money on running costs.”

The Ricoh Arena’s central location, just 500
yards off the M6 and within two hours
commuting time of 75 per cent of the
population, ensures easy access and offers
2000 free on site car parking spaces. Pre-
registration is open: go to www.spatex.co.uk
and sign up for the newsletter. For further
information: call Michele or Helen on +44 (0)
1264 358558 or email
michele@spatex.co.uk;  helen@spatex.co.uk

SPATEX 2015: The Exhibition
you can’t afford to miss!
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This year’s Caravan Extravaganza
Weekend at The Lawns in Cottingham
will be bigger than ever, promise the

organisers. 

The Lawns, which takes place on the weekend of the 6th and
7th September is one of the UK’s biggest caravan exhibitions
and is organised by The Hull and East Riding of Yorkshire
Caravan Manufacturers’ Association (HERCMA). It offers the
public the first chance to view the new season’s models.  

Last year, nearly 25,000 people attended the two-day event
from all across the UK last year and the organisers are
anticipating at least as many coming along this year.

In addition to more than 130 touring caravans, about 160
caravan holiday-homes park homes and lodges will be on
show from most of the country’s leading names, many of
them based in East Yorkshire. 

About 40 other companies and organisations will display
products and feature services ranging from awnings to
decking, verandas and motor movers, plus finance and
insurance, security products and almost every kind of
accessory associated with caravanning. 

“There’s something for everyone, so if you are looking to buy
a new caravan or just something to use in or outside one, or
looking for great places to stay, this is the place to go,” said
a HERCMA spokesman. 

In addition to the well-stocked accessory shop run by
Catterick Caravans, many dealerships such as Kenmore
Caravans, Wandahome Knottingley, Wandahome South
Cave, Yorkshire Coast Caravans and Catterick Caravans will
have their own outdoor stands while representatives from
many other dealers will be available to talk to on the stands
of various manufacturers.

To keep the youngsters occupied, there will be a bouncy
castle, face painting and balloon modellers, and there will be
live music, with both a jazz band and a leading brass band
entertaining the crowds. 
A free show guide is also given out to all visitors to help them
find their way around the huge showground.

Full details can be found on the website,
www.lawnsandbeaulieushows

Bumper Lawns Show
Promises Something
for Everyone
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Sandhills holiday park in Dorset has
joined a small elite of British parks to
have been awarded a TripAdvisor

Certificate of Excellence.

The honour made by the world's largest travel website
celebrates the consistently outstanding reviews given to
Sandhills by its guests.

It means, says TripAdvisor, that customers have judged their
experience at the park to have met the highest standards of
hospitality, quality and value.

Owned by Park Holidays UK, Sandhills holiday park has a
stunning location on the edge of a sandy beach in Mudeford
near Christchurch.

Most of its 140-plus caravan holiday homes and lodges have
panoramic views of the harbour and across the sea to the
Isle of Wight.

But just as attractive to holiday home buyers in Dorset is the
cost of enjoying a prime position in one of the UK's most
expensive property hot-spots.

New two and three bedroom holiday homes start from
around £79,000 – and even the most costly, at just under
£200,000, are a fraction of nearby cottage prices.

Tony Clish, director of Park Holidays UK, said that the
TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence award is a tribute both to
the park and its staff:

"An important part of any holiday experience, even in such a
glorious location such as this, is the atmosphere on the park
and the quality of the welcome and service received.

"We're delighted that so many holiday home owners and
rental guests are sufficiently impressed by their stay to want
to share their feeling with others on TripAdvisor," said Tony.

TripAdvisor says that businesses holding it Certificate of
Excellence represent the "upper echelon" of holiday providers
on its website.

Selection of winners is made on a range of criteria, including
the volume of top star ratings given by guests, their
consistency over a long period, and the positive nature of
comments.

Congratulating Park Holidays UK on its achievement, the
President of TripAdvisor for Business, Marc Charron, said the
company was "a true top-performer".

He added that it had got the recognition it deserved based
entirely on feedback from those who matter most – the park's
customers.

Sandhills, where facilities include a heated outdoor pool and
children's activities, is one of 23 parks in Dorset, Devon and
along the south coast owned by Park Holidays UK.

Details of Sandhills and other centres can be found
at www.ParkHolidays.com.

Dorset park through to
TripAdvisor premier league
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ENTERTAINMENT
WORLD OF RIDES
From our World Of Rides
premises in County Durham we
supply major shopping centres,
retailers, visitor attractions, fun
farms, holiday parks, garden
centres, family entertainment
centres  with coin operated cars
and battery operated cars.
T: 0191 49 20 999
E: info@worldofrides.com
www.worldofrides.com

HPM DIRECTORY
ENTERTAINMENT
PARAGON ENTERTAINMENT
Paragon Entertainment has developed
a portfolio of branded attraction
concepts to license to owners and
operators of holiday parks, visitor
attractions, family entertainment
centres (FEC’s) and play centres.
Paragon has the pedigree to attract world-class brand partners and
the ability to develop those brands into instantly recognisable and
universally appealing attraction concepts.
T: 01904 608020
E: J.beevers@paragonent.com
www.paragonleisure.com

PARK MANAGEMENT
OMAR PARK DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
OPDS can project manage a
development, help with sales
and marketing of homes or offer
rental advice, in fact we can help
with any development or
operational issue a holiday or
residential park might face. We can also help own landers, farmers
who would like to site a lodge or residential home on their own land
our garden space, we can advise on planning and manage the hard
standing construction and home delivery and siting stages, through
to completion.
Contact  Richard Sigsworth
E: RSigsworth@omar.co.uk
T: 07841 917859
www.omarpds.co.uk

PARK MANAGEMENT
ARRONBROOK LEISURE HOMES
Arronbrook Leisure Homes is an
award-winning manufacturer of
bespoke holiday homes that are
enjoyed by holiday-makers across
the UK and Europe. The family-run
firm has been successfully trading
for more than 25 years and puts its
popularity down to the fact that
each caravan is handmade and
can be created bespoke to a
customer’s taste.

T: 01482 210327
E: info@arronbrookcaravans.co.uk
www.arronbrookcaravams.co.uk

PARK MANAGEMENT
RMS RESERVATION AND ONLINE BOOKING SYSTEM
RMS is an Australian software
company producing and
supporting Front Office Systems
to the world’s hospitality industry.
RMS has been at the forefront of
development of property
management and reservations systems for nearly 30 years for
the Caravan Park Industry.

The RMS property management system is now complimented with
seamless, real time online booking functionality to receive bookings
from a property’s website, the global distribution system and a broad
range of third party travel websites.
E: bl@rms.com.au
www.rms.com.au

PARK MANAGEMENT
MAXXTON BOOKING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Maxxton is a multinational software
company which has been providing
cutting edge IT solutions and services
since 1987 to the holiday and tourism
market. Working in close partnership
with their clients, They serves a variety of organisations of all sizes:
holiday parks, multi-property groups, campsites & RV parks,
independent hotels, serviced apartments, tour operators and
vacation rental organizations.
Maxxton was the first company in Europe to launch a fully
integrated, cloud based Enterprise Resource Planning system
specifically for the hospitality industry: Newyse ERP.
T: 0121 122 5125
E: europe@maxxton.com
www.maxxton.com

PARK MANAGEMENT
NEWBOOK PMS
NewBook is a state-of-the-art new
platform specialized for holiday
parks and Caravan Parks. Built
using more than a decade’s worth
of feedback and experience from
experts, NewBook is browser-
based, intuitive, highly responsive
and incredibly flexible. It
streamlines accommodation and
reservation tasks so everything can be managed from one place,
whether in the office, at home, on-site or on the move.
T: 01732 409 999
E: Chris Petty info@newbookpms.co.uk
www.newbookpms.co.uk

LANDSCAPING
KUBOTA
Kubota is a market-leading
manufacturer of groundcare,
construction and agricultural
machinery and equipment.
Offering an array of high
performance mowers and
RTVs, holiday park managers
will find it straightforward to find
a machine to suit their needs. Kubota is proud to offer solutions that
have been manufactured to the highest standards and
specifications. 
www.kubota.co.uk/product-range/groundcare
www.kubota.co.uk/product-range/utility-
vehicles/rtv
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LANDSCAPING
TRI COUNTY GOLF CARS
Tri County Golf Cars Limited has been
formed as an independent distributor for
golf, transportation and utility vehicles
from Club Car the world’s largest
manufacturer of these products, offering
Sales, Servicing and Parts as well as competitive finance packages.
We have the expertise to offer advice and finance solutions for 1 -
100 vehicles. 

T: 01233 750111 Mobile 07854 389 604
E: paul@tricountygolfcars.co.uk
www.tricountygolfcars.co.uk

HPM DIRECTORY
LANDSCAPING
TRIMAX MOWING SYSTEMS UK
Trimax mowers now groom highly
manicured sports grounds, turf farms,
Holiday Parks, golf courses, rough
roadsides and those difficult to mow
places.
Trimax is now a market leading brand and
we take pride in knowing and supporting our customers and dealer
networks.
T: (sales/admin): +44 (0) 1933 652235
T: (parts): +44 (0) 1933 652246
E: info@trimaxmowers.co.uk
www.trimaxmowers.co.uk

LANDSCAPING
ESTESIA UK 
Etesia UK is a company that
specialises in building high
quality grass cutting
machinery for both the
professional and domestic
market. Started in 1995 with
only one walk- behind and
one ride-on machine Etesia
UK have grown rapidly and now offer a wide range of products that
include a variety of walk-behind, ride-on mowers and the awesome
Attila range of brush cutters. 
T: 01295 680120
E: sales@etesia.co.uk
www.etesia.co.uk

LANDSCAPING
HUSQVARNA GARDEN & LANDSCAPE MACHINERY
Husqvarna has been delivering reliable
machines to professional landscape users
around the globe for more than 50 years. It
all started with ground-breaking chainsaws
which featured smart, unique solutions
combining high productivity with superb
ergonomics. 

These qualities and innovative spirit have
been retained over time as Husqvarna has
continued to create a range of ground-breaking commercial landscaping
products using cutting edge technologys.
E: joe.bell@husqvarna.co.uk
www.husqvarna.com/uk/landscape-and-
groundcare/home

LANDSCAPING
GRILLO
We have a range of out-front
collecting mowers which are widely
acknowledged as having
performance second to non in wet UK
conditions. Our machines are hydro 4 wd with Yanmar diesel
engines, 12 or 900 ltr hi- tip collection boxes and cutter deck sizes of
132 or 155cm depending on model.
Grillo machines are used by many park operators and local
authorities.

T: 0773 4497726 | 01889 569149 Steve Gadesby
E: stevegadsby@grilloagrigarden.co.uk
www.grilloagrigarden.co.uk

LANDSCAPING
TIGER TURF
Tiger Turf was founded in 2000, the
Worcestershire-based manufacturer
designs and manufactures artificial grass
for sport, landscape and leisure
applications. They select the most
advanced yarns from leading suppliers
and specialist producers to create a full
range of artificial grass for a wealth of
sports, education, and leisure facilities.

T: (0)1299 253966
E: e.smith@tigerturf.co.uk
www.tigerturf.com/uk

LANDSCAPING
FRONTIER PITTS
Frontier Pitts can provide a complete
range of services including design,
site surveys, manufacture,
installation, civil and electrical
services, maintenance, spares,
repair or refurbishment and full
project management. Our products
include manual equipment, automatic rising arm barriers, sliding
gates, hinged gates, bi-folding speed gates, rising bollards, static
bollards, pedestrian gates and turnstiles.

T: 01293 422801
E: marketing@frontierpitts.com
www.frontierpitts.com

LANDSCAPING
JACKSONS FENCING
Jacksons Fencing is a family run company that has been trading for
65 Years. With fencing centres in Ashford, Bath and Chester it
enables nationwide coverage, delivery and installation. Jacksons offer
a comprehensive range of sturdy, decorative and long lasting timber
and steel fencing and gates, including bespoke solutions.
T: 0800 41 43 43   E: sales@jacksons-fencing.co.uk
www.Jacksons-fencing.co.uk
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GLAMPING
ALBION CANVAS
Albion Canvas has pioneered
a uniquely designed range of
Safari-style tents with a
central pole, a separate PVC
outer flysheet and a
complete canvas inner tent,
which gives good thermal
insulation in hot and cold
weather, as well as sound
proofing, making it useable
all year round.  The Grand Tsavo, the largest of Albion’s four Tsavo
models, has interior space of 12 metres x 5 metres,
T: 01823 665849
E: enquiries@albioncanvas.co.uk
www.albioncanvas.co.uk

HPM DIRECTORY

GLAMPING 
CLEAR SKY SAFARI
TENTS 
specialise in supplying the
very highest quality safari
tents at the lowest possible
cost. Our safari tents are
manufactured to British
standards, designed for
year round usage with a life
of up to 10 years and cost
from as little as £2990 (Exc Vat.)
T: 0845 299 6484
E: tracey.sibun@safaritents.net
www.safaritents.net

GLAMPING
TEIFI VALLEY CAMPING HUTS
Teifi Valley camping Huts | Pods are finished
to the highest standards and are fitted with
double glazed, lockable windows and doors,
2 internal lights, 1 external light, smoke alarm
and double socket with hook up point to your
supply. The wood to manufacture the pods is
sourced from sustainable woodlands. Prices
start from around £6,000, purchase finance
can be arranged. 

T: 01239 652800
E:info@teifivalleycampingpods.co.uk
www.teifivalleycampingpods.co.uk

GLAMPING
ALFRESCO ARCH
Hand made and built to meet
the needs of customers, their
impressive product range
provides practical and
innovative shelter, wrapped up
in beautiful Gothic Arcs. Our
range of bespoke Glamping
Arcs provide a unique camping
experience which provides an
additional selling feature for your camp site.

T: Mark 07860 250 212
E: enquiries@alfrescoarch.com
www.alfrescoarch.com

GLAMPING
NEWFOUNDLD LODGES
LTD
Newfoundland Lodges Ltd.
are the company who created the
Pod camping hut nearly ten
years ago with the first units
being supplied to the Camping &
Caravanning Club site in Eskdale
in the English Lake District back
in 2008.

E: admin@newfoundland-lodges.co.uk
www.thepod.info

GLAMPING 
UK HIDEAWAYS
A monocoque structure
camping pod is like an
aeroplane wing construction
where you have a rib structure
and an outer skin attached to
give an unrivalled strength and
this also means that our
buildings do not need any
internal walls in order to support  the roof.

T: 0791 727 6061 John Baxter
E: info@campingpods.eu
www.campingpods.eu/?Camping_Pods

LANDSCAPING
INSTARMAC BUILDING PRODUCTS
Instarmac is home to the Ultracrete, Ultrascape, Ultra Tile, Ultra Floor
and Wondertex brands – all names synonymous with repair and
refurbishment solutions for all Holiday Park and Leisure
establishments.  The portfolio of products for pothole repair, car park
maintenance, paving, tiling, floor levelling, drylining and decorative
texturing are materials that have been proven and successfully used
for over 35 years by local authorities, contractors and utilities
nationwide.  These products are available for you for your own
maintenance needs.

T: 01827 871871     E: enquiries@instarmac.co.uk
www.instarmac.co.uk.

LANDSCAPING
SURESET
SureSet permeable resin bound
paving is the ideal solution for
pedestrian and vehicular areas of
any size that require a hard-
wearing, low maintenance surface
that also looks amazing. Offering
an exciting alternative to concrete,
tarmac, gravel and paving slabs, SureSet is perfect for car parks,
playgrounds, swimming pool surrounds, tree pits and paths.

T: 01985 841195      E: marketing@sureset.co.uk
www.sureset.co.uk
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HPM DIRECTORY

OUTSIDE
OUTSIDE STRUCTURE 
Solutions specialise in the supply
of outdoor covered areas to a
wide range of different sectors.
The canopies are as varied as
the applications and can be
mounted to buildings or entirely
free-standing. Our retractable
canopies ensure that you can
enjoy the sun’s rays for one
minute and have protection from the rain in the next! All these
retractable canopies are designed to be robust and to meet the
rigours of our British weather.

Tel 0844 561 7679   E: info@outsidestructures.co.uk
www.outsidestructures.co.uk

RESTAURANT
MAGRINI – HIGH CHAIRS
The Breeze high chair is the latest addition to 
the range of commercial childcare products.
This stylish, light-weight chair combines classic
good looks with the durability of HDPE material.
The high chairs stack up to eight high for easy 
storage and the front-load stacking design 
eliminates the need for up and over lifting. The Breeze high chair
pushes up to the table to enable your smallest guests to join the meal as
well as conserving valuable aisle space. At Magrini safety is our main
concern and the Breeze features a permanent T-bar for intrinsic safety
as well as an adjustable, instant-release buckle. The chair is designed
and manufactured in the U.K. and is available in a choice of colours.

E: sales@magrini.co.uk
www.magrini.co.uk

SWIMMING POOL & SPAS
ARCH ENCLOSURES
A Swimming pool is an expensive but
valuable assets, it makes sense to enable
them to be used earlier and later in the
season or throughout the year.
The fact that the “Great British Summer”
has failed to make an appearance for the
last few years makes putting them under
cover them even more important.
A pool is undoubtedly the campsites major attraction and is even
more so if the pool is enclosed. When it comes to booking one of the
questions most often asked of campsites is whether or not they have
a covered pool.

T: 01444 411 411     E: estellemichaels@gmail.com
www.archenclosures.co.uk

WASHROOMS |
TOILETS
MAGRINI BABY
CHANGING UNIT
A wide range of baby changing
units are on offer, ideally placed
to meet all your commercial
needs. Our units are suited for
pubs, restaurants, cafes, retail
centres and other commercial areas, and allow an easy and hygienic
way of baby changing. Magrini baby changing units combine
innovative design and safety features, which will enhance any
washroom whilst providing the ultimate in durability.

E: sales@magrini.co.uk
www.magrini.co.uk

BOOKING AGENTS
CAMPSITE FINDER ONLINE
Are you suffering from empty
pitches?
Do you have offers or discounts you
would like to promote?
Would you like to Receive the Park
Operators Bi Monthly Magazine free?
Why not join our increasing network of parks
and sites that are happy with our service
Add your Holiday Park, Caravan Park or Campsite Free of charge or
opt in to promote your park with a premium listing at a minimal cost

T: 01432 263219
E: info@campsitefinderonline.com
www.campsitefinderonline.com

GLAMPING 
LOG POD ARCH - THE GOTHIC
POD!
Raising the standard of Camping Huts
and Pods. It's fair to say that many
people looking at Camping Huts or Pods
tend to think of an "arched" shape, hence
our development of the 2014 Log Pod
Arch or "Gothic Pod".

Tel  07875 620091
E: trevor@thelogpod.co.uk
www.thelogpod.co.uk

OUTSIDE
DEMON INTERNATIONAL POWER
WASHERS
The latest version of the Hurricane Combi  flat
surface cleaning pressure washer is proving
particular popular and can now been seen in
action in a multitude of companies. Holiday and
leisure facilities across the UK are enjoying the benefits of cleaning
communal areas such as paths, walkways, decked and block paved areas
and general facility cleaning and maintenance. They are able to clean
more areas in less time with greater efficiency with the Hurricane Combi.
Tel:  01752 690690 E:david@demon-pressure-
washers.com
www.demon-pressure-washers.co.uk

GLAMPING
GREEN ECO LIVING
Glamping comes to the Caravan Club!
Green Eco Living is proud to welcome the Caravan
Club as a customer! Established in 1907, the
Caravan Club has been the No. 1 choice for many
campers and caravanners for over a century. With
their recent order of 6 of Green Eco Living’s eco-friendly Camping
Pods, the Caravan Club are providing their customers with another
camping option to tents and caravans; an option that combines the
best of both. We are certain that the Camping Pods will be very
popular with the Caravan Club’s members and holiday-makers. 

T: 01257 453791    E: ask@greenecoliving.co.uk
www.greenecoliving.co.uk
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For full details, contact us direct: hheelllloo@@ssllkkiiddss..ccoo..uukk
T: +44 (0) 113 232 1700

wwwwww..ssllkkiiddss..ccoo..uukk
A division of Sound Leisure Limited
www.soundleisure.com

So many companies choose products from SLKids:
Stena Line, RBS Bank, BHS, Frankie & Bennys, Greene King Brewery, NHS, McDonalds, Marston’s Inns, Play Concepts,
H&M, Whitbread and many, many more...

Would a new internal kids play area further enhance your profile? Our products are bright, colourful, robust, fun,
educational, dynamic, cost effective, and different!  You can see why so many companies choose a play solution from
SLKids.

ARE YOU IN GREAT COMPANY?
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SPATEX 2015 – The Place To Do Business

EASY TO-GET-TO CENTRAL LOCATION 

FREE ON-SITE CAR PARKING

FREE WIFI IN EXHIBITION HALLS

FREE DAILY WORKSHOP PROGRAMME

THE TOP DESTINATION FOR 
THE HOLIDAY PARK INDUSTRY
If you’re involved in the operation of a
wet leisure facility, SPATEX is the UK’s
only dedicated pool and spa exhibition
which features over 100 exhibitors
showcasing the latest technological
advances. For the first time ever,
SPATEX 2015 will host a spa training
workshop day (free of charge) with
special interest for the commercial
sector on Tuesday February 3rd.

By the Industry, for the Industry

SUNDAY 1ST TO TUESDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 2015

COVENTRY, WEST MIDLANDS, CV6 6GE, UK
For more information or to pre-register telephone
+44 (0) 1264 358558 or visit www.spatex.co.uk


